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INTRODUCTION 
In [3] it was proved that for the finite Chevalley groups the vertex of a 
non-projective irreducible representation in the describing characteristic is 
always the Sylow subgroup. Our aim in this paper is now to extend this 
result also to the twisted types. 
So let w be an irreducible root system with basis A which allows a non- 
trivial symmetry p of order k (= 2 or 3), that is, tq is of type A, (n > 1), D,,, 
E,, B,, G, or F4. Let p be a prime number, 1 < m E N and K = GF(pk”), if 
all roots of w have the same length. If w is of type D,, then k = 2 or 3, 
otherwise k = 2. If v is of type B, or F.,, then let p = 2 and K = GF(2”“+ ‘); 
if II/ is of type G,, then p=3 and K=GF(32mt’). Let o:K-+K:tbtp 
(t E K) denote the Frobenius automorphism of K and 0 := c-P. For simplicity 
we will write sometimes i for te (t E K). Let K, be the fix field of 0 and K 
the algebraic closure of K. For a E A let E = ~(a), and, if v is of type Bz, G? 
or F4, define 
A(a):= 1 if /al > lE/ 
.- .- P if ]a] < ]ti] 
Let G be a Chevalley group over K of type t,u as defined in [ 7 ], generated 
by {x,(t)la E w, t E K}. For a E ty let X, = (x,(t)1 t E K} < G be the root 
subgroup of G corresponding to a. Let U = (X,] a E ty’), V:= (X-,1 
a E w’). Then U, VE Syl,(G) and Un V= (1). Let H be the corresponding 
maximal torus of G generated by h,(t), p E A.t E K* = K\(O). and 
N= (n,(t)la E v/, t E K*) with n,(t) := x,(t) x-,(-t-‘) x,(t) (a E v, 
t E K*). Then H 2 N and N/H = W, the Weyl group of IV, generated by the 
simple reflections ).I’, , a E A. Moreover. B = V. H = N,(V). 
Let r: G + G be the automorphism of G defined by 
4%(t)) = x&7 if all roots of ly have the same length 
= &(f”“‘) otherwise. 
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Note that r(D) = D for D = U, I’, H, N or B, in particular r acts on I+’ 
according to the formula r(w,) = u’,- for a E A. For an arbitrary group D 
with automorphism [ we will denote the set of fixed points of D under C by 
D,. The group G’ = (U,, V,) < G is called the twisted group of G with 
respect to r. If p has order k, we will denote it also by kv(q) with q =pkm or 
q=p2mtI respectively. (For example 2D,(35) or 3D,(36), etc.) 
Let H’=HnG’. N’=NnG’. U’= U,, V’ = V,, B’=G’r\B and 
W, = W’. If G is universal, G, = G’, H, = H’, but this is not necessarily 
true if G is not universal. (Note that K is finite by assumption. If we consider 
infinite groups as well, i.e., if we allow K to be infinite, and if v is of type 
Gz, it is not known whether G, = G’, although G is always universal in this 
case.) Of course U’, V’ E SylJG’), U’ n V’ = (1) and B’ = N,,(V’). 
Our purpose is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be an arbitrary finite twisted subgroup of a Chevalle} 
group over a field K of characteristic p > 0. Let F be afield with char F = p, 
and let M be an irreducible non-projective FG-module. Let V E Syl,(G). 
Then V is a vertex of M. Moreover, if F is a splitting field for M, then M,-, 
the restriction of M to V, is a source of M. 
As a corollary we get the theorem of Dagger and Humphreys [ 2,6 1: 
COROLLARY. Let F be a splitting field for G. Then FG has just one block 
with defect group (l), containing the Steinberg module. All other blocks have 
V as defect group, and the number of such blocks is just the order of Z(G). 
the center of G. 
For non-twisted groups this has been proved in 131. 
Here we prove this for the twisted groups G’, where G is as above. As in 
[ 31 we can assume that F = Z?. If G is the universal group over K of type v, 
then Z(C?,) = (Z(G)), [7] and there is an epimorphism 71: G, = G’ + G’ with 
ker 7c & Z(G,), where for any group D we will denote by Z(D) the center of 
D. 
G’/Z(G’) is isomorphic to the corresponding adjoint group and it is 
simple except for the case 2A2(4) (and 2B2(2). ‘G2(3) and ‘F,(2), if we allow 
m =O). 
Furthermore we see that ker rr is always a central p’-subgroup of G’. so 
we can assume as in [3 ] that G and G’ respectively are universal in order to 
prove our theorem. So let G, G’ be universal in the following. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In general, for notation, definitions and basic facts concerning the twisted 
groups we refer to [ 1, 71. 
In particular, note that there exists a partition v’ of v/ which corresponds 
to the root system associated with the derived Weyl group W’. Let A’ be the 
basis of w’ which arises from the orbits of p on A. To a = w(a’ ) E v’. 
a’ E A’, ~‘7 E IV’, there corresponds a subset of w, in fact a subroot system of 
v/, denoted by va. In particular, va, has a basis contained in A. whose 
elements form just an orbit of p, and which we will denote by a’ as well. The 
corresponding basis ‘~(a’) of w, will be denoted by a. For a E A’ let n’,, be 
the uniquely determined element in W which maps every root in a C= A but 
no others in A into a negative root. Then “9, E, IV’ and W’ is generated by 
(w,lu E A’}. 
Note that v/a is of type A,, A, x A,, A, xA, X A,, A?, Bz or Gz for 
a E ‘y’. If u E ‘//I is positive with respect to A’, then -a denotes the 
corresponding negative root. Also X, denotes the root subgroup of G’ 
corresponding to a E w’. Then X0 is generated by elements u(t, . . . . . f,), where 
r = 1,2 or 3 depends on the type of vU. For example, if a = (a } is of type 
A,, then r= 1 and 
X, = (x,(t)1 r E K,} = Kt (the additive group of Kc,) 
and 
or, if a = (a,P} is of type A,, then r= 2 and 
x, = (u(t, u) =Xn(f)xo(~-u,+B(U)IU + ii= -N,.,fi}. 
where N, II , denotes the structure constant in the corresponding simple 
Lie algebra over ii.. and 6=/l, p=a. BY I719 1x,-x,1 = 
P(f I ,..., f,.) E X, 1 f, = 0 }. If v/, is not of type A, or A?, then there are no 
conditions concerning f, ,..., f, E K. 
Considering the K,-linear epimorphism <: K -+ K, : u w u + zi. it is easy to 
see that for all t E K there is an u E K such that u + U= -N,,,ti, if 
a = {a, /I} is of type A,. So, if u is of type A I, then X, is elementary abelian 
of rank m. In all other cases X,/[-X,, X,] is isomorphic to K’. In particular 
[X,, X,] = 4(X,), the Frattini subgroup of X,. For a E IC/‘, u = {a, ,..., a,) 
(s = 1, 2 or 3) let 
uo := 4$) 
:= k,(f) k,(O 
:= IqJf) h&) /I;,($ 
for s = 1 and t E K$ 
for s = 2 and f E K* 
for s = 3 and f E K* 
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and set 
H, := (h,(t)( f E K,) = K,* 
respectively 
H, := (h,(f)1 f E K) = K*. 
Because G’ is assumed to be universal. H’ is the direct product of the 
subgroups H, where a runs through A’. Note that H’ normalizes every root 
subgroup X, (a E w’) of G’. 
1.1 LEMMA. Let G’ # ‘A?(4). a E IJY’ and a(f ,,..., f,) E X, ~9th f, # 0. 
Then the elements a((, ,..., tr)h, where h runs through H’, generate X,,. 
Proof. A direct calculation shows that a((, ,..., f,)h = a(s(h) f, ,...) for a 
certain function s: H + K, which does not depend on I,, only on h. Note that 
a(t ,....) . a((; ,...) = a((, + f; ,... ). Steinberg proved in [7] that (s(h)lh E H,) 
generates K additively, provided (X,, X-,) & *A2(4) and va is not of type 
A,. If vn is of type A, the lemma has been proved in [3]. So, if 
(X,, X-,) & ‘A,(4), the lemma is obviously true. 
So let (X,.X_,) 1 ‘A,(4). Because G’ 74 ‘A2(4) by assumption, there 
must be some a # b E v/l. Furthermore I,V has to be of type A,, (k > 2) and b 
can be chosen such that vb is of type A, x A, and [X,, X,] # (1). 
Conjugating by hh(f) (f E K*), we easily get the desired result. 
For later use we still need the following 
1.2 LEMMA. Let K = GF(pk”) for some prime p and 1 < k E Rd. Let 
to E K such that fi, f$,..., t:” (n = km) form a basis of K over GF(p) 
(normal basis). Let E, ,..., ckE {+1,--l}, and set qj=&,for (f- l)m+ l< 
j < lm, 1 < I < k. Let A = (aij) be the (n x n)-matrix over K setting 
aij = qj(g’+’ (1 <i.j<n). 
Then A is invertible for every choice of the signs E, ,..., Ed. 
ProoJ With Dedekind’s lemma it can be easily seen that the columns of 
A are linearly independent. 
Next let .? K be the restricted Lie algebra over Z? of type w with Chevalley 
basis (e,, h,la E v/, p E A}. Let- r be the weight lattice of v and set 
r, = T/pT, where --: r + rP : ;1 t, ,I (,I E r) denotes the natural epimorphism. 
In the following let the representative I E r of-j E r, be chosen such that 
O~(II,a)~p-lforallaEA.Let.R=(M~~(IEr,}beafullsetofnon- 
isomorphic restricted irreducible .%,-modules, lifted to EG-modules (see 
181). Note that x,(r) H x,(P) (f E k, CL E r,~) defines an automorphism of G 
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which is also denoted by 0. By Steinberg’s tensor product theorem we get a 
full set of non-isomorphic irreducible KG-modules by taking all different 
tensor products A4 = Lg 0, ... @,-M,“” (Mi E H) (K = GF(p”)), [S I. 
For notations, definitions and basic facts concerning these modules we 
refer to [3,8]. In particular, we will use the notation of the maximal vector 
11’ = L’+(A) of M (with respect to A) and the definition of monomials and of 
the height in M. Furthermore, as in [3], for u E I, I < i < n, let ez’ denote 
the vector space endomorphism 
ez’ := id,,, @ . . . @ id,,,im, 0 e, 0 id,,, + , 0 . . . 0 id,,,# 
of M, where id,. is the identity on Mj (1 <j < n). If w has roots of different 
length, let OX’ ‘be the subset of 4 of all modules M.i E. H such that 
(A, p) = 0 for all long roots p of A C= v/. Note that in this case n = 2m + 1 for 
some m > 1. Note that every KG-module becomes a KG’-module by 
restriction. 
1.3 THEOREM (Steinberg). Let G, G’ be as above. 
(a) Assume that all roots of v have the same length. Then all dtflerent 
tensor products M = My & . . ’ OR Mzrn (Mi E 6, 1 < i < m) form a full set 
of non-isomorphic irreducible KG’-modules. If IC/ has rank 1, the number of 
these modules is q’ with q = pm. Furthermore, M is projective as G’-module 
if and only if (Ai, a) = p - 1 for all a E A, 1 < i < m, where Mi = M1,. 
(b) Assume that IJI is of tylpe B,, G, or F,. Then n = 2m + 1. 
K = GF(p”). A full set of non-isomorphic irreducible KG’-modules is given 
by the set of all dtflerent tensor products M = My OR ‘. . @,-Mz with 
Mi E J’, 1 < i < n. If the rank of v is 1, there are just qti2 such modules, 
q = p” . Furthermore, M is projective if and only if (Ai, a) = p - 1 for all 
short roots a E A, and all 1 < i < n, where Mi = M.i, is of high weight 
&a-,. 
The-up to isomorphism-uniquely determined projective irreducible KG’- 
module is called the Steinberg module of G’ and is denoted by St(G’). 
The proof of the theorem is now done case by case using the methods and 
arguments of [3], in particular the results of 5 2 in [3]. 
Throughout this paper we will keep the notation introduced above. So 
M = My @ . . . @ ME” respectively M = My @ e.. @ Mz” denotes an 
irreducible KG’-module with maxima1 vector u ’ = v’(A) = v ; @ . . . @ v,; 
respectively v+=v+(A)=-v;@...@v,+, where Mi E X respectively 
Mi E, 4’ is of high weight Ai E I-, (1 < i < m respectively 1 < i < n). 
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2. THE CASE ‘A,(4) 
By (1.3), ‘A,(4) has 4 irreducible modules (m = 1). If A = (a/3}, and if 
l,,,l,E r are defined by (A,, a)= 1, (A,,/?) = 0, (A,, a> =0 -and 
Qs,p) = 1, then these modules are the following: M,, the trivial KG,- 
module, M.i , M.i, and J4.i~ = St(‘A,(4)). It is well known, that M.i, and 
Mi, are just” the standard representation and its dual for SL,, the universal 
Chevalley group of type A,. In particular they are three-dimensional, 
Furthermore, the index of the vertex of an irreducible module in the Sylow 
subgroup must divide the dimension of this module. Therefore the vertex of 
Ml, and MI, is up to conjugation in ‘A,(4) a Sylow 2-subgroup of ‘A?(4). 
Of course the same is true for M,, the trivial module. So the theorem is 
proved for the case ‘A,(4). 
In the following we will always assume that G’ # ‘A,(4). 
3. RESTRICTIONS TO ROOT SUBGROUPS 
Let M be an irreducible KG’-module, a = {--a, ,..., -a,} E A ‘- (=set of 
negative simple roots in w’) corresponding to the orbit -a, = - a,, -al = 
- a, ,..., -as=--ES-, of p in A 2 {a, ,..., a,}. In this section we will examine 
the restriction of M to the root subgroup X, of G’. We will look for 
conditions such that Mx, has a direct summand which has vertex X,. In 
order to do this we have to consider as well subgroups of G which are 
conjugate to X, under N. For each w E W choose a fixed representation )I’ = 
wll, . . . ,$,7 (Ip of w as product of simple reflections (a,,..., aq E A) and set 
n,,. = %,(l) ... n,,(l) E N. Then, for /I E v/, t E K write x~(I)” := xq(t)““.. By 
[ I] we get xg(t)” = x,,~) (ct), where E = f 1 depends on p and MT (and the 
signs of the structure constants in the Chevalley basis for Zg). 
Of course M”w =M as G-module, so Mx, has a direct summand with 
vertex X, if and only if M”- has one, or if and only if Mxs has a direct 
summand with vertex XI. Furthermore note that Hc normalizes XF, and 
that ((a(t ,,..., t,)k.)h E XII h E H,“‘} generates X,“’ for u(t, ,..., t,) E X, with 
t, # 0 by (1.1). In particular, if D is a subgroup of X,“’ which contains 
$4(x:) = [XZ, xy, and which is normal in (H, . X,)“‘, then either D = 4(X,“‘) 
or D =X,“‘. 
Assume now that a E A’- as above, w E W, and that w(a) = 
b = (-p, )...) -p,} &A-, w(-ai) = -pi (1 < i < s). Then Xz is generated by 
elements of the form: 
(i) b(t) = xmo(t) (t E K,), /I = /3,, if a is of type A,. 
(ii) b(t) = x -~,(E,~)x~~~(E,~~) .a- x-~,(E~P), if a = {-a,,..., -a,} is of 
type A, x . ..~A.(s=2or3),wheretEKand~,,....~,E{~l}dependson 
IV and a. 
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(iii) 6(t, u)=X_0,(C,t)x_D,(E2te)-Y-0,-D~(&jU), if cI= {-a,, -a*/ is of 
type 4, where t, u E K satisfy u + ue = - N,,,,, tt* and E,, E:, cj E (+l) 
depend on UT E W and a. 
In the other cases there does not exist 1 + \Y E W such that H(Q)Z d -. 
Let vb be the root system generated by {/3/p E 6) and G, = (X,I 7 E (clh!, 
I’, = (X-,I)’ E ‘y/b n w’ >. Write M as tensor product M = My @ ... @ Mr’ 
with v = m, if all roots of v/ the same length and v = II, otherwise (1.3). Let 
c/ E Mi (1 < i < tl) be a maximal vector of Mi with respect to d and let 
Ai E r, be the high weight of Mi. Now take Ni to be the p-subspace of M, 
generated by all monomials (!JnEOT ~2~) ~1: (0 < 17, <p - 1) with 17, = 0 
for a & v/~ (where the product has to be taken in an arbitrary but fixed 
order). By 14, Lemma 2.4 remark] N = NY @ . .. @ NF’ is an irreducible 
direct summand of MGh, and N = l?V, . c ‘, where L’ + = c1 : @ a.. @ L‘,? . 
3.1 LEMMA. N = KX:; , LJ+ . In particular, N is a cyclic, hence an 
indecomposable module ocer the p-group Xr . 
ProoJ (1) First assume that u/ is not of type Bz, G, or F,. Then 1’ = ~1, 
I” = Pm (I E K = GF(pkm), k = 2 or k = 3). Now A4 remains irreducible if it 
is restricted to G, < G, the Chevalley group of type w over K,,. If 
w(a)=b= (6) is of type A,. then XI is just the root subgroup of G,, 
associated with -/3 E IV. So the lemma is true in this case by (3 I. 
Let 6= @,s} be of type A, x A,, and ~1 E N. Then, in the notation of 
(1.2), 
ZZ K’ a..e!’ - u D + a. 
eu” 
IJim -7 u + higher terms 
i=l 
by 181. By (1.2) the n x n-matrix (aLj) is invertible, say (au)--’ = (bij). So 
n 
eti’ -D . LJ = 5‘ b,(b(t,“‘) - 1) . t’ + higher terms, 
[T, 
e”’ -y . u = \“- bi j+,(6(r,“‘) - 1) t’ + higher terms, - 1 
i-1 
and an easy induction on the height proves the lemma. By the same 
arguments the lemma is also true if w(a) = 6 is of type A, x A, x A, or A>. 
(2) Now assume that I+V is of type B,, G, or F,. If ly is of type B, or 
G, , then M’ = 1, and there is only one root subgroup X, with a E A ’ -. So the 
lemma follows from [S]. If v is of type F,, then char K = 2 and there is no 
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problem with signs. If b is of type B,, then w = 1 and a = 6. Furthermore 
(&,X-J < G, is a twisted Chevalley group, that is. (X,, X-,) = 
2B2(22’“+ ‘), and we can apply Steinberg’s arguments 18 1. Finally let 
b = (--/3, -u} be of type A L x A,, with p E d short and y E d long. Note that 
by assumption Mi EL 6’ (1 < i < n, v = n), that is, &, 11) = 0 for all 
1 < i < n. Now it is easy to see that 
(A,. 0) 
Ni= @ i&$++. 
j-0 
.~-~(t) and x-,(u) (u. t E K) commute, so x-,(u) acts trivially on Ni. and the 
lemma follows directly. 
Let a. IV and b be as above. Assume that y is not of type Bz, Gz or F, . 
Let b = (-p, ,..., -/I,} E A-- (s = 1,2 or 3). Then define xci_)17 E I?X:; 
(I <r<s, 1 <j<m) by 
T 
XV’ -4 := 5 bisi+ ,,(b(t;‘) - 1) 
i=l 
and 
xti’ -& := ~ bi,j+,,(b(t,“‘, Ui) - l), 
i=l 
respectively, ui E K suitable, where P = m, if b is of type A, and P = n 
(= km), if b is of type A, x A,, A, or A, x A, x A,, and (6,) (I < i, j <p) is 
defined as in the proof above. We have shown: 
3.2 LEMMA. Let v E M, --y E b. Then x!’ y - v = e!‘, a L’ + higher terms 
for 1 <j<p. 
For a E A let m, := C;=, (Ai, a), where again v = m if all roots of w have 
the same length and v = n otherwise. For a, I+‘, b as above let 
mb = CefiEI) mB. Furthermore let 4 = #(XI) = [Xz, XI]. For an arbitrary 
ring R let J(R) be the Jacobson radical of R. 
3.3 LEMMA. Let 11 E N be of height greater than mb. Then 
v E J(@) . N. 
Proof: Of course we can assume ~1 to be a monomial. So let 
c = c, ‘2 .., (3 ll,,, vi E Ni (1 ,< i < v), where Ui = (naEBbncU+ e?,,) tl,?. If 
b = {-p, ,..., -+I,} is of type A, x ... x A, (s = 1, 2, or 3), then Us= 0 if 
ht Ci > Cj‘=l (nivp,/) by [S], and so v E J(&) . N = (0) if ht v > mb (note 
that ht/I, = 1, 1 <j < s). Thus let b = (--/3, -y} be of type A,, B, or G,. 
Assume that L’~ = e’_,e““n ~1: with 5 +,D > (Ai, )j> + (li,P)* By 18 13 
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p < &, /?> so r > (&, y), and, by the same argument, 1 <,u. A direct 
calculation shows that in the universal enveloping algebra U(.!5K) of .YK the 
commutator [e’,, eYl,] = eY,eYD - eYl, e?, is a sum of monomials each of 
height t + p, and containing at least one e-&, with 6 E v/* n IJI’ of height 
greater than one. Consequently, ui = e?, e? y ~7: + other monomials, which 
are of the form ePd Gi for some Lii EN, of height ,U + t- ht6. Now 
eT -y z:,? = 0 because r > (Ji, y). This shows that we can assume that 
v=e”‘,t;for some L;CN, I <i<v, and some 6Ev/bnw’ with ht6>2. 
(1) First let b of type A,. Then 6=p+y and emb= 
f(e-, ePy - e-,e-,). Furthermore v = m. By (3.2) 
+ e(i), d = (x”\ x’j\ - x’j: x’!‘& 6 + higher terms. 
But EXr/J(@) . RX: is commutative, that is, 
(x”\ x$ - x!$ x”\) E J(zJ&q Kxb“. 
hence e(i), V’E J(I?d) IV, using induction about the height downwards. 
(2) Let b be of type B,. Then w = 1, that is, a = b, and (X,, X-,) z 
*B,(2”), whereas N is an irreducible (X,,X,)-module. So we can assume 
that IJI = I+V~ = wb is of type B,, N = M. Let a = {-a, -/3} with a short and /I 
long, m, = (Ai, a), 1 < i < n; recall that (Ai, j?) = 0, 1 < i < n. Let w,, E W be 
the uniquely determined element of the Weyl group W of yl which maps 
every positive root into a negative one. Then w0 = u’, wZn + 4 M’, + il 1~~. where 
w, denotes the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to e E v, and 
a +P= w,(a), 2a +P= w,+~wJ,Q, a= wZa+b )v,+D lvo(a). BY [3J, 
v; = v,+(A -) = ek4;“’ ey’;i), eyi’:), ,?I;” VT = eT”i, e”l,_, 1): 
is the minimal vector in Mi, in fact a monomial of maximal height in Mi. 
Now(a(O,r;‘)-l)v+ =(~-~-~(t~)x_*,-~(t~‘.~)- l)v+ 
n 
= t: tZi+’ e(ih -s u + + higher terms, 
i=l 
and, inverting it with (1.2) (compare (3.2)) we get an element 
x?,-, E J(@) such that x’!’ _ LI+ = e”’ --(1 -4 v + + higher terms. Setting 
2 ~a-D=nl,i~n.mifOX(ih-o, a ’ where the product has to be taken in an 
arbitrary but fixed order, we get zmnm4 ’ ut = u’(rv, +o~~o(d)) + higher 
terms, where v:(w,+~ w8(A)) = e”_i,-, v,?. Now e-,-, and em4 commute (in 
the universal enveloping algebra of YK), hence e-,e”i,-, v: = 
pi -u-B e -fi vi+ = 0. Consequently, with I := CC-~ PD . u’, 
(a(t;‘, 0) - 1) z = F tziC’ e(ih z + higher terms 
iZ1 
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and we can repeat the procedure, defining zmn. So xmn xmamB t’+ = 
L’- + higher terms, where U- = P + (w,(d)). But L’ - is the-up to scalar 
factors uniquely determined-monomial of maximal height in M, hence 
x x-n-4 L’ + = 1’ . If m, = 0 for all 1 < i < n, then M is the trivial X0- 
m&le, and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise 1 # Q-~-~ E J(E$) and 
P E RX, . J(K#) . M. But i?ji, . J(@) . M = J(F@) . M because Q is 
normal in X,. Now let L’ = e(i), t; for some t;E M and some 6E Vonw+ 
with ht 6 > 2 as above. By [8], Mi E. 4’ is generated by monomials 
n e’?, EE*+ CT with rE= 0 for all long roots E E I,Y+. 
Using [emam4’ e-,] = 2e,,-, = 0 in .gp we see that we can assume that 
6 = a + /I. Now x(!‘, m4 E J(K#) and ?c’!‘, -L1 t; = e’!), mB t; + higher terms, and 
as above we conclude by induction over the height downwards that 
z+J(&)~ N. 
If a= (c&P} with a short, p long, is of type Gz we use 
‘1’0 = lt’, M’3n+L1 b’Za+4 W3,+25 )11a+4 ~1~ and argue similarly. 
3.4 LEMMA. Let a, M’, b be as above, /I E b and assume that /? is short. if 
q~isoftypeB,,G~orF,. Supposethat(Ai,P)#p-1,forsome I<i<l,. 
Then ux NxK = X,“‘. 
ProoJ Let P < XF be a vertex of NxoW and D = P . @, 4 = 4(X,“‘). Then 
D s XI. Moreover Hz . N < N, so N is an indecomposable (H,X,)“‘- 
module. By [3], D must be normal in (H, X,)“. So, by (1. l), either D = @ or 
D=XzI’. 
Let D +;x;. Because P&D, N must be&projective. This implies 
obviously that I:= N/J(Z?@) . N is a projective KX-module, with x=X:/@ 
Of course there is a natural epimorphism -: KXI + KX: x + ?r with kernel 
J(&) Z?Xz&et -: L’ + tl denote the canonical epimorphism from N onto N. 
Obviously KX . ts+ = N. 
The radical of Z?Xr is generated by elements of the form (b(f, ,..., t,) - l), 
and ht((b(t , ,..., t,) - 1) c) > ht ~1 for u E N. Let .U E sot KX = K CREX g with 
representative x E KXI. Then, x E JUtpP “(KXF) with ,U = m if a is of type 
A, and ,U = n, otherwise, because x- Kt, Kt respectively. Consequently 
ht(?ro ’ ) > p(p - 1). Let mb be defined as above. Then, by assumption. 
mb < ,a(p - 1) and therefore .w’+ E J(E4) N by (3.3). This means ?CL’ + = 0 
and N cannot be projective. 
This shows D = XI. Because 4 is Frattini subgroup of XI, this implies 
P = Xr as desired. 
3.5 LEMMA. Let a E y’-, and w E W such that -w(a) E A. Let 
M=MY@ ‘.. 0 M:” (v = m or n) be an irreducible KG’-module, Mi EJ 
of high weight Ii E r,, and assume that (Ai, a) < p - 1 for some 1 < i < v. 
aE-w(a).LetP<V’beavertexofM,.-,andsetD=[V’,V’].P 4 V’. 
Then X, < D. 
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ProoJ By (3.4) and [3], Xw,a, < y,v~MV, =vxM$ < D S V’, hence 
X, < “,vx M,, = P < D s V’, which means there is an x E V’ such that 
X, < Px < Dx = D, as desired. 
Proof of the theoremfor the groups 2B2(22m+‘), ‘Gz(3”“+‘), and ‘AZ(pz”) 
with p”” # 4. Here we only have one root subgroup X,, a E A’- which is 
just a Sylow p-subgroup of G’. If M# St(G’) is an irreducible KG’-module, 
the assumptions of (3.4) are satisfied and the theorem is true by (3.4). 
4. THE CASE 2Fq(22m+') 
In this section let v be of type F, with basis {a, /I, y, S}, where cz, p are 
short and y, 6 are long. For [ = Cced n,c we will write also [ = n, nB nynd, 
in particular a = 1000, /3 = 0100, etc. There are two orbits of p on A, 
namely, a = {a, S} and b = (/I, r}. The corresponding generating elements of 
W’ are 
w, = IV, l.va = W6 w, , 
Wb = IV y 5+y’V w 2B+y)~vB = M.'L3~'2l3+y"4ty'~y. 
First we will give p’+ described by the corresponding partition of v+, where 
we will denote the positive part of the corresponding root subsystems by 
A,,A,,... (images of a) and B,, Bz ,... (images of b). Furthermore, long roots 
are underlined. With this notation, w’ is given by 
a,=aoA,=(lOOO,~}, 
a,=w,(a)oA,= (1210,~}, 
a3=w,wb(a)-Aj= (1211,2221}, 
a4=wbw,wb(a)-Ad= (1221,2421}, 
b,=boB,={0100,~,0110,~}, 
b,=w,(b)oB,=(llOO,~, llll,~}, 
b,=w,w,(b)oB,=(lllO,m, 1321,=}, 
b,= w,wbw,(b)-B.,= (0111,~,2321,2432}. 
Let U’ be the 2-Sylow subgroup of G’ which is generated by all root 
subgroups X, with a E w”. 
4.1 LEMMA. Let D < U’ be generated by [U’, U’ 1, X, and Xoi, 
i = l,..., 4. Then D = U’. 
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Proof: Let s, u, t E K. Then we obtain (note that we have no trouble with 
signs, because char K = 2) 
x = a(t) b(s, u) a-‘(t) 
by Chevalley’s commutator formula, where y is a product of elements of U 
of the form xc(v) with E E w+, ht E > 3. So, if we change the order of the 
factors in J with the help of commutators, we get no factor xJ...) with 
E = lOOO,OlOO, 1100, 1110 or 0111. Using commutators once more we get 
for some z E CI(=(X, 1 a E W+ )), where in z only factors x,(...)x~(...) 
(E, 6 E w’) with the following property occur: E, 6, E + 6, 2~ + 6, E + 26 @ 
(0100, 0010, 1100, 1110, 01 1 1 }; hence, if we order z, we will never get 
factors in the corresponding root subgroups. Consequently we get, modulo 
D, 
x = b,(s, u) b&r, . ..) b,((setes + (SeS + u) te)s-’ )...) bj(((ses + u) ry,... ), 
respectively 
[a(t), b(s, u)] = fJ,(sr,...) b,((t * sze+ ’ + (S28f ’ + u2e)t),...) 
. b,((s2e+ ’ + u2”) t*e,...) 
= -1 mod D 
(note that 8-l = 213 because 2e2 = 1). Now &(o, v) E [Xbi, X,J c 
[U’, UL ] < D, for L’ E K; hence Xbi G D, if for each FE K there exists v E K 
such that bi($ v) E D, i = l,..., 4. Setting u = se+’ we get s2’+’ + uze = 
2 a sZef ’ = 0; hence b,(st,...) b,(~~~+’ ,...) E D, for all s, I E K, in particular, 
with s = 1 and t = 1, respectively: 
and 
b,(s ,...) &(s~~+’ ,...) E D 
b,(t ,...) b3(f ,...) E D. 
Setting s = t and multiplying we get b,(t + tzet I,...) E D for all t E K. 
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Now D is generated by subgroups which are normalized by H’, hence 
D $ H’U’. Hence, if t + rze+’ # 0 for some t E K, then Xh,5 D by (1.1). 
But t = t2e+' implies t2' = 1, or t = 0; hence choosing t # 0. 1 we get the 
desired result. Because b,(s ,...) b,(s ,...) E D, s E K. also X,, 6 D. Therefore 
b“((s2e+ ’ + u2y t20 ,...) E D for all s, t, u E K, in particular b;(u” ,...) E D for 
all u E K. This implies that Xb,s D. So D contains all root subgroups of U’, 
but U’ is generated by its root subgroups by [ 11. Consequently D = U’ as 
desired. 
Remark. (4.1) says that every subgroup of U’ which contains [U’, U’ 1, 
x,,, -qy i = l,..., 4, is equal to U’. Of course the same is true if we replace 
the positive roots by negative ones, that is, if we consider V’ instead of U’. 
Proof of the theorem for G’ = 2F.,(22m”). Let St(G’) & A4 = 
MY@ . . . @M;” (n=2m+ 1) be an irreducible KG’-module. Let 
A = (a, p, y, S} be as above. Note that (&, r) = 0 = (Ai, S) (1 < i < n) and 
(Ai, E) < 1 for E EA. Because Mf St(G’) there is an 1 < i < n such that 
(Ai, E) = 0 for E = a or E = p and we can assume that i = 1, otherwise we 
consider Mu”“-‘. Consider M as V’-module. Then by [S], M = KV’ . u + ; in 
particular M,, is indecomposable, because V’ is a p-group, and it is enough 
to show tlxMv, = V’. 
Let P < V’ be a vertex of M,,, and D = [ V’, V’ ] . P S V’. Let 
w = W, wq E W. Then ~(a) = p, w(S) = S. Let aj, bj, 1 <j < 4 be as above 
with corresponding negative roots -aj, -bj. By (3.5), XPaj< D for 1 <j < 4. 
Furthermore, if (Ai, /?) = 0 for some 1 < i < n, then X-,j < D for 1 <j < 4 
and D = V’; hence P = V’ as desired. 
So we can assume that (A,, a) = 0, (Ai, p) = 1 (1 < i < n). Suppose 
D# V’. By (4.1),X-&D, SOL,,nD=q+(X-,,)= [X-,,,X-,,I by (1.1) 
because D g V’ . H’ by [3]. Therefore we find D < C s V’ such that 
kgl(t, 0)] t E K} form a set of representatives of C in V’, where we write 
b,(t, U) instead of -b,(t, u) to avoid ambiguities. By [3, 2.21 there exists 
z E CIEK’ (6,(t, 0) - 1)KC such that N=KC(tl+ + zt”) is a direct 
summand of MC and the map mult: KV’ @Kc N + M defined by 
mult(x @ m) = xm (x E KV’, m E N) is an isomorphism. 
Consider w = wb, w,, E W’. Then w = w,> wb,, because a2 = wb,(a,). 
so w = WlZlO M.‘o221 WOlOO wo210 WOllO WOOlO = WY, ... WY,, where Y j  E 
"Yj-1 *.* wy,(A)=:Aj for l<j<6. Let o’(A~)=v:(A,)@*** OU,‘(Aj) be 
the maximal vector of M with respect to Aj. Note that y,, yJ, ys are long and 
y2, y4, ys are short roots. So, by [ 3, 1.21, (1 < i < n) 
o: = v+(A) = v;(A,) = u;(A,), 
~l:(A,)=v:(d,)=e_~~~:, 
vr(A,) = v:(A,) = ecy4epyz u,?, 
uF(w(A)) = e?‘, e- yJ e- y2 VT, 
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where pi = 0 if (Ai, a) = 0 and pi = 1 if (Ai, a) = 1; A = A, = {a./?, 7, S} as 
above. Note that p, = 0 by assumption. 
Consider G,, := (X-,,, X,,) < G’. Then G,, 1 ‘Bz(2”+‘) and St(G,,) is a 
direct summand of M as G, ,-module by [4. Lemma 2.4 remark ] and (1.3). 
In particular, z_~, . D+ = u’(wb,(A)) = c’(A,), where z:-~, E SOC(Z?X~,) = 
2. s,,,Yb g, is uniquely determined up to scalar factors. Of course I 
we can write Zmb, = z . y, where x = rlEK g,(t, 0) E KX,, and 
y E soc(f?#(X-,,)) because the socle of the group algebra of a p-group over 
a field K of characteristic p is generated over K by the sum of all group 
elements. So L’+ (~1~ ,(A)) = xyc ‘. 
Write c = tl’(t~~~,(A)) = ~7, @ ... @ z?,, zTi = tl/(wb,(A)) = v~(A,) = 
e y4 e - y2 c : . For arbitrary L’ E M we get, writing again a’*(t) (f E K) instead 
of -a&), 
(Zz(f;i - 1) ~1 = $ $‘tje(i)y6 u + i f;it’e(i’Y5 u + higher terms 
i=l i=l 
n 
_ \’ ,,(+I e’i’y, 
,r, 
~1 + higher terms. 
because ht ys = 5 2 4 = ht y6. Inverting it as usual with (1.2) we get 
elements x’!“, E J(KX-.,) such that x?‘, o = e’!‘Y, . c + higher terms. Taking 
Zig:= nr=,,,+ ~?‘~,=~n~=~,,,=, x?‘, we get in particular 2,; v’= 
L” (w(d)) # 0. (Here we get no higher terms because ~1’ (w(A)) is an element 
of maximal height in RX-,, . L;]M, -“? ). 
Next consider 
(6,(0, tl’) - 1) u = t (to”“’ e(i:,Z + $” e(i’J u + higher terms 
i=l 
n 
ZZ \’ f;i+i e(i)y2 
,ti 
v + higher terms 
because ht y3 = 3 > 2 = ht yZ. Inverting it we get again x’!:, L’ = 
e”\> L’ + higher terms (v E M) for certain x’!‘?, E J(@(X-,,)). Consequently 
and O#jZv+ = ~1’ (A3) + higher terms, in particular g # 0. So we can 
assume j = y. 
It can be easily calculated that (A, - yZ, ys) = 1 mod 2, and 
e+Y, e -Yz UT = 0, hence ePY6 e-,,1 U: # 0 by [3, 1.21. Now a direct inspection 
shows that E,+E~&w for s,Eyl,,nw’ and eZEwb,nw’, hence 
[e-E,re-,,] =O, and X-,Z= c C,,(X,,) (the centralizer of Xb, in G’). 
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Furthermore ht(x?i, Z+ yu+) < ht(x?i,6 a02 yz uf) because xv’ Y6 502 9~’ 
= 6 + higher terms, where 0 # ts = U, @ ..a @ En with 
Ofb,=e~y6e~y~u~EM,, 
Oft’i=e?“,6e-y,u~ EM, for 2 < i < II. 
Consequently x!!:, x,> ~(u + + z u+) = v + higher terms ~0. On the other 
hand 
because ZY E soc(I?X-,,) (hence ZY . z = 0), and because x?k E J(I?X+), 
and -a, s w(d) (that means all roots of -a, are positive with respect to 
w(A), and therefore v+(w(A)) E soc(MXm,,) by [8 I). Moreover 
x(l) 
-Y6 xCazy EKDz;KC. C onsequently mult(x @(x”~,z.~~ (u+ +z v+))=O, a 
contradiction. So P = V’ as desired. 
We have now proved the theorem for the groups 2BI(2’“+‘), ‘Gz(3”n+ ‘). 
2Fd(22m+’ ) and *A2(p2*). So for the rest of the paper we can assume that all 
roots of w have the same length, and that an irreducible KG’-module is a 
tensor product with m factors. All occurring root subgroups are now of type 
A,,A,XA,,A, XA, XA, orA,. 
5. THE CASE ‘D,(K) 
Here w’ is of type G,. Let A’ = {a, b) be the basis of v’ with a = (a,/3, 71, 
b = (61, a, b s A, that is (as roots of w’) a is short and b is long. We will 
denote the root n, a + n, /3 + nYy + n, 6 E w again shortly by n, n, n yn6. 
Furthermore w, = w, wq w,E W , wb = wg E W’ generate W’. 
Now w’+ corresponds to the following partition of w+ : 
a =a, = (1000,0100,0010) 
wb(a) = a, = a + b = ( 1001,0101,0011) 
w,wb(a)=a3=2a+b = (0111, 1011. 1101) 
b=b, = (OOOl], 
w,(b) = b, = 3a + b = {llll}, 
w,w,(b)=b3=3a+2b=(1112t 
As in Section 4 we will write 6,(t), gi(s) instead of -ai( -b,(s) E V’ to 
avoid ambiguities (t E K, s E K,). 
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5.1 LEMMA. Let D < V’ be generated by [V’, VI], X-, and X-,,, 
j= 1,2,3. Then D= V’. 
Proof: With Chevalley’s commutator formulas [l] the following 
formulas can easily be calculated: 
[6,(t), 6,(s) -‘I = i,(&, ts) i,(stV) mod D, 
[G,(t), i,(u)-‘] E i,(c,teuo2 + c,t” u) mod D 
for certain signs s, ,..., E, E { f 1 } which depend on the choice of the structure 
constants in .Vs (t, u E K, s E K,). Furthermore, D is invariant under 
conjugation by elements of H’, so again X-,? E D by ( 1.1) and X_ (, , z D by 
the first equation above, hence D = V’. 
Proof of the theorem for G’ = ‘D,(p’“). Let St(G’) # M= 
MY@ ... @ M”,‘” be an irreducible KG’-module. Let P < V’ be a vertex of 
M,.,=KV’ . u+. and set again D = [V’, V’ ] . P 4 V’. Because M # St(G’), 
there exist 1 < i < n and E Ed such that (Ai, E) <p - 1. Hence Xmbi& D by 
(3.5), 1 ,<j,< 3. Furthermore, if E E a, X-,;E D; hence D = V’ and conse- 
quently P = V’ and we are done. 
S0let(1~,~)=p-lfor~Eaandall l<i<p-l.Againwecanassume 
that (A,, S) =: k <p - 1. Consider IV = ~z’~E’~ = r~~,rt’, E IV’, b2 = 3a + b = 
w,(b) E I$. Then, in IV, we get 11’ = M’, , , , u!,bOO u!O1,,,, N,,~,,, E W and 
r/+crZ~ for ~Cy/,~nv+, FEI+Y/,~‘~I+Y+. So, in particular [em,,,e-J=O 
and X-,? C= C’,(XP,). Moreover, by [ 3, 1.2 ] 
0 # ek, et;,’ e!;’ e!;’ UT = c:(w(d)) with c= 1111 E b2. 
It can be easily seen that e+Ee_yrlT = 0, and (A,, e)- k- 3 modp, 
(~,-y,~)~k-4modp.Thisimpliesek_c,’u~f0;for 
hence ek, . ~1: # 0 and the assertion follows from 13, 1.21 if p # 3. If p = 3, 
we conclude similarly 0 + e”-‘, ’ ePy UT = e-y ek_+,’ a:, hence ey:’ U: # 0. 
Assume that P # V’. Then D # V’ and, by (5. l), X-, $ D. By [ 3 1, 
D s V’ . H’, hence X_,nD= [X-,,X-,] = (1) by (1.1). So let 
D < D, 9 V’ such that the elements of X-, form a set of coset represen- 
tatives of D, in V’. By [3, 2.21 there exists a z E r 
that N:=KD,(u+ + z v+) is a direct 
sum;Knw - 1) ED I such 
of MD, and 
mult: KV’ BED, N+ &Z, defined by m&(x @ m) = xm (x E KV’, m E N), is 
an isomorphism. Let 
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then 0 # mu+ = v+(w&l)), in particular z # 0. Furthermore with 
~e~c~‘~~)‘-‘~~“‘(~~~)~~‘~~~~ . . . (dyyi)(.4m.6) we get 0 f yxv+ = ~1 ‘(w(A)), 
0 # ELI+ = ey;a6) L!: @ . . . @ ey’,m*b’ v,: + higher terms. 
Calculating height we get 0 # x”: y(t)+ + z c ’ ), but 
x*x :;yy(a+ +ZL’+)=.P;p(t’+ +zLI+)=O 
because yxv + = v+(w(d)) and zz = 0. That is, mult( x@ XL” y(v’ + zv ‘)) 
= 0, a contradiction. Consequently X-, < D, hence P = V’ as desired. 
6. THE CASE *D,(p’“) 
Here v’ is of type B,- , . Let A ’ = {a, ,..., a,- z, 6) be a basis of w ‘, where 
aj= (aj}&A and b= {/?,y}sA are the p-orbits of A, and aj, 1 <j<l--2 
are the long roots of A’. 
6.1 LEMMA. Let D < V’ containing [V’, V’ 1, X-,, and X-, for all long 
roots a E y’+. Then D = V’. 
Proof Let c E w” be short. Then c = c, + cl, where c,, cl E v’ + form a 
basis of a root subsystem of type Bz with say c, short and c2 long. Now 
[c?2(t), c”(u)] E ?(&ut) mod D, hence X-, & D and D = V’. 
Proof of the theyem for G’ = ‘D,(p”“). Let St(G’) # My @ ... 0 M”,” 
be an irreducible KG’-module. Because A4 # St(G’), there exist 1 < i, ,< m 
and E E A such that (A,,,, E) < p - 1. Let P < V’ be a vertex of 
M,., = KV’ . LI+, D = P. IV’, V’] s V’. By (3.5) X-,&D for all long 
roots a E w’+, and X_,SD, if (,l;,d)<p- 1 for some 1 <i,<m and 
6 E b; hence by (6.1) D = V’. that is, P = V’ in this case. 
So let (nj, S) =p - 1 for 6 E b, 1 < i < m. Again we can assume that 
i, = 1. Let E = aj E A. We may assume that u.~, aj+, ,..., a,-,, b are the roots 
of a Dynkin diagram of type B,P,Pj naturally ordered, and that 
(Ai,a,)=p- 1, for j+ 1 <r<f-2, 1 ,<i<m. Let (n,,e)=k <p- 1. 
Consider w=w~w,,-,... w,,=w,~... w,,~,w~E W’,where c,=w~w,,~~... 
W (If.+2 %r+,(%) E w’+, j<r<l-2. Then ~~=(a,.} with a,=a,+...+ 
aj-,+D+rEy/+ and 6, fe ‘2 v for E E (/?, r}. Therefore [e--8,,e-E] =0 
and X P.rs C,,(Xmh). Furthermore 
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and 
(I,-@-1)(6j+*+6j+*+... + 6,e2) - sy, Sj) = k - (2 + s) modp 
for all 0 < s <p - 1. So, choosing s = 1 if p = 2 and s = 0 otherwise, we get 
@+’ c+ bj # 0. Let 
Then as in [3,4.5] and in Sections 5 and 6 we get 
but 
x Y;.zjzr(u+ +zo+)#O I 
yx(l$zj”.(L’+ +z l’+)=xl~,u+(w(A))=O 
for all z E xIEK(&l(f) - l)KD,, where D, . s V’ is assumed to be a 
subgroup of V’ which contains vxMV, = P, [V’, V’] and has coset represen- 
tatives consisting of the elements of X-,. Again this leads to a contradiction 
and we conclude P = V’. 
Remark. Note that we have shown the theorem also for G’ = *A,(2’“‘) 
(=‘D3(2”9). 
7. THE REMAINING CASES 
It remains to prove the theorem in the cases G’ = *A ,(p’“) with I > 4, and 
G’ = *E,(pZm). So let v be of type A, or E,. 
7.1 LEMMA. Let a E A and b = (PI,..., /I,} E A’. Then there exists w E W 
such that a E w(b) c A. 
Prooj Let a = {a,,..., a,} E A’ be the p-orbit of a = a,. Then the lemma 
is obviously true if a and b have the same type because they have the same 
length as elements of w’ in this case and are conjugate under W’ by basic 
properties of root systems. If s = 1, that is, b = {PI } is of type A,, then there 
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exists w E W with ~(0,) = 01, because all roots of v have the same length. So 
let s = 2, b = (p,, /3,}. Now we have to distinguish different cases: 
(i) IC/ is of type A,, I = 2k + 1 with k> 2, or I// is of type E,, with 
Dynkin diagram, respectively, 
.-. -. . * . . . . . .-. .-. 
Yk Yk-I Yk-? Y2 YI  
\ 
Y2 YI  
E I, 
.E \ .-. 
/ -.- . . . . * . . . . -. .-. / 
Sk Sk-I Sk-2 62 6, 6, 61 
basis A = (6, ,..., d,, E, yk, yk-, . . . . 17, }, A = (a,, a,, E, q, I’~, y, }. and p-partition 
A’= {{S,,y,}. {c}ll <j<kJ. A’= {{6,,~,}, {&,Y~I, (~1, {v/J7 respectively. 
By the above, b= (p,,/12} is of type A, XA,, and a= (a) is of type A,. 
Conjugating by a suitable element of W’ we can assume that b = ( d2, y2}. 
Now let 1~ = IVY, )v, MJ~, btqg, E W. Then ~(6~) = E. u(yz) = yz. and we are 
done if u = E. If ly is of type E, and a = q, choose IV = )I’, K’,, K’~, 
MY, M’~, wg, E W and we get )t’(&) = q, M’(YJ = 11~. 
(ii) v is of type AZk, k > 2, with Dynkin diagram 
basis A = {S, ,..., 6,. y, ,..., yk ) and p-partition A’ = ((Sjl yi} 1 1 <j < k}, where 
uj={6,,yj} is oftypeA,xA, for 2<j<kand oftypeA? forj=l. First 
assume that b is of type A, x A,. Conjugating by a suitable element of W’ 
we can assume that b = (&, y2}. Moreover, by the above, a = (6,) y,}. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that u = 6,. Now let II’ = utb? K’~,. 
Then IV(&) = 6,, w(yJ = 1~~ and we are done. 
Finally let b = (6,, y,}, a = {dj, yj} for some 2 <j< k, a = aj. Let 
E,, eZ, s3 E I,H+ be the following roots: 
E, = 6, + 6, + ... + sj, 
and 
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Then let ~5’ = 1~~~ IV,, )I’~, E W. It is easy to see that TV = Sj and NQ,) = 
sj- I ' 
hence u = Sjb2 KY(~) = {Sj-, , Sj} &A as desired. So the lemma is 
proved in all cases. 
Proof of the Theorem for G’ = *A,(p”“), 12 4, and G’ = ‘E,(p”“). As 
usual let M = My @ . . . @ Mzrn # St(G’) be an irreducible G’-module. Then 
(Ji, uj < p - 1 for some 1 < i < m, u E A. Let P < Y’ be a vertex of M and 
D = P . (V’, V’ ] s V’. Let c E v/’ -. Then, by basic properties of root 
systems, there exists ~1” E W’ such that b = -H”(C) E A’. By (7.1) there 
exists 149 E W such that u E tr(b) = -ww’(c) & A. By (3.5). X,.E D 4 V’. 
Consequently D = V’, hence P = V’ as desired. 
Remark. We have now proved the theorem for all Chevalley groups. for 
twisted and non-twisted types. Of course it is easy to translate the results of 
[4] concerning parabolic subgroups of G to the twisted cases as well. In 
particular we also get a classification of the irreducible EP-modules for a 
parabolic subgroup P of G’, and a tensor product theorem. Furthermore. the 
vertices of the irreducible KP-modules and the block structure of KP can 
easily be determined. 
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